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WHAT DOES THE
PACKAGE INCLUDE?
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Nutrition packages designed by sports nutritionists and

transformation specialists

Exercise packages designed by weight loss and strength

coaches 

x3 training sessions per week

x3 month training program

50% off all our UR CLASSES (advanced boxing, strength, HIIT,

glutes and abs, bootcamp, yoga etc)

Bi weekly reviews of nutrition, measurements and lifestyle



WHY JOIN OUR 
GROUPS?
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We guarantee results if you follow our advice and guidance

You will be part of a group forum with at least 5 specialist

coaches to support you through the process

We support you to take ownership of your training

We encourage a more flexible, mindful healthy eating which

isn't restrictive

We have trained coaches in mental health first aid to work

around a high pressure, busy lifestyle

We have regular group outings to build relationships and

celebrate your hard work



ACCESS TO A WHOLE
HOST OF SPECIALISTS
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THE UR TEAM 
INCLUDES
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lEVEL 4 Strength and conditioning coaches and personal

trainers

coaches with 10 years experience developing and running

transformation programs

Coaches with a Masters qualifications in nutrition and exercise

science and teaching qualifications

Handstand instructors and professional boxers

Weight loss and strength specialists with 100's of client

transformations

Coaches trained in mental health first aid and motivational

interviewing to support you holistically

Support from mental health educators to offer greater

awareness and guidance around mental health



UR TRANSFORMATION
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TRANSFORM 
YOUR BODY AND MIND
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Proven program to lose WEIGHT AND BUILD STRENGTH LIKE NO OTHER

PROVEN PHSYICAL TRANSFORMATIONS FROM OUR PROGRAME

80% OF OUR CLIENTS HAVE SEEN IMPROVEMENTS IN THEIR OVERALL

MENTAL HEALTH SCORES AFTER 6 WEEKS

From client feedback it has built confidence 

Proven to build resilience and productivity within the

workplace

All clients have expressed they feel like they have more

energy and feel more motivated

Proven to increase your weight lifting quality and with all

clients achieving personal best scores



UR OWNERSHIP
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LEARN TO TRAIN BY
YOURSELF FOR YOURSELF
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Learn how to warm up to an elite standard to avoid injury (gain

access to videos delivered by UR coaches).

You will learn the fundamentals on how to lift weights with

greater force development

You will understand compound moves (deadlifts, squats,

shoulder press, chest press etc) which involves progressive

overload to lift heavier and get stronger

You will learn to complete complex body weight exercises such

as the handstand and pullup/chin up.

Underpinning why certain muscles are targeted to reduce

imbalances and improve posture

We will educate you on how to design the perfect exercise

program with  access to a 3 month excel training plan 



DAYS 
AND TIMES
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MONDAY I WEDNESDAY I FRIDAY

6AM I 7AM I 5PM I 6PM I 7PM I 8PM



FEEDBACK
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The team at UR are truly one of a kind! Due to already being fairly

committed to training and enjoyiong it alot, I had reservations that

the transforamation program wouldn't be 'hardcore' enough or

that it wouldn't push me to my limits and would therefore be a

waste of my time and money.

To put it bluntly I could not have been more wrong!! Whilst I am

quite committed to my training, I massively fall down on my

nutrition, therefore the help, support, constant encouragement

given by the team team is much appreciated. I would encourage

anyone to give UR a try. Whether you are a seasoned pro or

beginner- the team will work with you and tweak the plan exactly

to your needs. I am excited for what the next few months will bring

and the only negative I have is the thought of eventually having to

step off the program!

Thank you once again to the UR team

CHELSEA

'I would encourage

anyone to give UR a

try'



FEEDBACK
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Urban Reform are an absolutely fantastic team of coaches who

have offered me great support and encouragement throughout my

time training with them!

Their knowledge on fitness and nutrition really does make them

stand out from other personal training businesses. Also, the

personal wellbeing support they have in place for all clients is

amazing. 

Lisa

'The personal wellbeing

support they have in

place is amazing'



FEEDBACK
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Training at Urban Reform has changed my whole outlook on my

lifestyle! Since joining Urban Reform, my diet has completly

changed, I eat better and I actually enjoy exercise, whereas I

never used to enjoy either. 

The team at UR are great and each coach really push you to achieve

your goals both in and out of the training sessions. I recommend the

team at ur more! 

Luke

'tRAINING AT UR has

changed my whole

outlook on lifestyle'
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I have absolutely loved the last 3 months with Urban Reform. All

the coaches have so much enthusiasm and instantly made me feel

at ease. they made sure our sessions were challenging but so much

fun. They got to know everyone in the group and have given me so

much one to one support. i met my goals to lose body fat and become

much stronger. I even managed to do a free standing hand stand!!!

The knowledge and support given to me by all the trainers at UR

has given me the confidence to keep up with the healthy habits I

have developed. i will miss everyone in my training group. It was

tough but we laughed at every session. Joining the transformation

program was definitely a good decision and I couldn't recommend it

enough.

Thank you UR 

DEB

'It was tough but we

laughed at every

session'



FEEDBACK
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Phia

'The training at UR has

helped me physically

and mentally'
I usually give up/get bored of going to the gym and when I first

started training at Urban reform I hated exercise and I couldn't

even do a squat but now I enjoy it so much- I actually get excited

about seeing my progress and what else I can achieve. I never

thought I would say I enjoy it this much and if I can do this then

anyone can. Training at UR has helped me physically and mentally. i

love the ongoing support you recieve from the coaches regarding

nutrition/training, and that the coaches are always available to

answer any questions. the coaches push you to your limits and

everyday is different.

Every session is fun and enjoyable so even on the days when you

don't feel like going, you instantly feel 100% better when you are

there. I've loved being part of Urban Reform over the past 5 months,

I have met some lovely, lively supportive people. I have thoroughly

enjoyed traiing and I am excited to start the next 3 month block 



FEEDBACK
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Jenna

'The support and

knowledge they offer

is next level'

I chose Urban Reform to change up my regular routine pattern of

the normal gym goer, where I missed gym sessions and made

excuses. I wanted to really focus, and the 3 month transformation

course has been the best decision I have ever made in terms of

fitness. Each coach brings a different skill, while collectively

making an amazing team. The support and knowledge they offer is

next level and ultimately that is proven in my results i've

achieved.

After 3 months I am beyond satisfied with how I look and feel! It is

definitely a commitment but I wouldn't want to train any other way

now. If you're looking for a community atmosphere, with great

friends and coaches and unreal results I couldn't recommend UR

more. 




